EDITORIAL NOTE

WELCOME TO INDIAN ENTOMOLOGIST
The Entomological Society of India is proud to
pioneer this unique activity of publishing online
the “Indian Entomologist” with an objective of
encouraging the participation of young minds in
promoting Entomology as a science. There is a
need to provide a forum for informal interactions
among the Entomologists in discussing about the
current scenario of Entomology as existing in the
outputs of such international societies elsewhere.
The Society is thankful to the few entomologists
who came forward for making this venture feasible.
The Society is also pleased to see them in the editorial board for steering this pioneering
activity and make it possible.
The scenario in Entomology, especially in terms of publishing activity needs updating
and become state of the art. It is necessary that such a forum for informal interactions and
expositions by the young minds practicing entomology is made possible. Such interactions will
require a different kind of presentation. It is befitting that the “Indian Entomologist” has
chosen its contents appropriately. The contents have been designed accordingly with this
inspiring motive. The “Feature Articles” “Students Corner” “In Conversation”, “Photo
Contest” in particular are of unique appeal and will attract young talents in an informal manner,
and promote the thoughts in Entomology and make it reverberating in those minds who read
these. I am sure the presentations in the “Indian Entomologist” will motivate young upcoming
minds especially the students who study and do research in Entomology. Indian Entomologist's
blog section is a unique social platform to share new developments related to Entomology for
providing an avenue for healthy discussion. Also any content in the “Indian Entomologist” is
original and creative, with an objective of open interaction and I am sure it will promote the
“genesis of real facts” which are the core of “science”
I am sure this unique venture will sustain itself due to its excellent beginning and the
inspiring minds which are behind this.
Dr. V.V. Ramamurthy
Editor in Chief, Indian Entomologist
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